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junkets for car previews and reviews throughout my career, but so far nothing like this. When the invitation came in, I was initially skeptical that it would take a full weekend to get immersed in monster jam culture, but I was playing. As it turns out, every moment, from using special tracks to Q&amp;A sessions to minutes sitting in my somewhat precious Scooby Doo truck, I learned
something new that I can't wait to share with readers. As a standard disclaimer for this type of thing, my behind-the-scenes access to the Monster Jam World Finals in Las Vegas, including flight and accommodation, was provided by Monster Jam's PR team (which consists of some of the funniest women I've ever met). Related articles Alan, Dan. Senior Director of Track
Construction, Feld Entertainment. Interview. 23rd March 2018. Anderson, Ryan. Driver, Monster Jam interview. 24th March 2018. Bilosky, Jeff. Vice President Licensing and Retail Development, Feld Entertainment. Interview. 24th March 2018. Dahl, Timothy. one Look at the grave digger, the ultimate monster jam truck. Popular mechanics. 2nd March 2016. (March 22, 2018.)
Jayme. Operations Director, Monster Jam Interview. 24th March 2018. Eastern, Bill. Vice President of Operations, Feld Entertainment. Interview. 23rd March 2018. Feld, Juliette. COO and Executive Vice President, Feld Entertainment. Interview. 23rd March 2018. King, Alanis. What it's like to drive a truck from monster jam. Alluvgenic. February 23, 2018. (March 22, 2018.) Todd.
Driver, Monster Jam interview. 24th March 2018. Mahon, Briana. Driver, Monster Jam interview. 24th March 2018. Meents, Tom. Driver, Monster Jam interview. 23rd March 2018. Meninga, Tyler. Driver, Monster Jam interview. 24th March 2018. Monster Jam. Monster Jam 101. (March 22, 2018.) Caitlin. History of monster trucks. Newswheel. January 24, 2016 (May 10, 2018) For
some people page 2 using a car to get from point A to point B is simply not enough. In fact, many have taken an automobile to the edge of destruction (or beyond) named after adventure, thrill-seeking and of course, big-name blockbuster movies. To honor those men and women who have come up with some creative way to use a car, we've collected five of the scariest car stunts
we can get, and assembled them right here in no particular order. Some are famous and some are just downright crazy, but all include a car and a whole lot of danger. Fortunately, in every one of these instances, no one was permanently injured - but that does not mean they were completely innocuous either. The ingredients come from not all movies of the scariest stunt car feats,
but this one certainly does. Famous for his degree of difficulty, a 360-degree cork screw jump was performed by British stunt driver Bumps Willard in the 1974 James Bond film, The Man with the Golden Gun, in just one take. This barrel roll stunt successfully launched a red 1974 AMC Hornet X hatchback special coupe off of a slant ramp, causing it to screw mid-air onto a narrow
river due to cork and then successfully land on the other side. The car was moving so fast that the film had to slow down to catch filmgoers that actually happened. Jump years ago thought the film was ever made and producers Harry Saltzman and Albert R. Broccoli took patents on jumping out to keep people from using it before it made its way into a movie. The stunt was the first
of its kind to calculate the jump to use a computer, lending the use of some of the most sophisticated computers at the time from Cornell University. In 2008, the British Automotive Show, Top Gear, tried to recreate the cork-screw jump but failed to pull it off. Top Gear claims the stunt has never been successfully manufactured. Some stunt car feats don't include ramps, jumps or
even speeds. In 2008, a Chinese stuntman named Liu Suozhu successfully drove his car across the Miluo River in China, balancing the vehicle on two steel cables. It took Suozhu, also called the car king, to drive his vehicle across cable for 30 minutes suspended 150 feet (45.7 meters) over the river. He moved slowly to ensure that all four tires remained on cable. Only two
months were involved in the preparatory stunt, and the driver said the hardest part was the last few minutes when the vertical tilt blocked his visual rearword, making it difficult to align the rear tires with the cable. What is advertising the longest leap ever tried in a car? Find out on the next page. In 1976, stunt driver Kenny Powers attempted one of the most extreme car stunts ever
performed. Powers stepped in for stunt driver Ken Carter, who was originally supposed to jump, but couldn't. An eight-and-a-half-storey ramp was constructed over the St. Lawrence River in Morrisburg, Canada. Powers planned to jump on his rocket-powered Lincoln Continental Mile-Wide River that separates Canada from the United States. It was the longest jump ever and all
records would have been broken — that is, if he had crossed it. The five-year planning and preparation for the jump cost more than $1,0,0. Powers' car, complete with small wings attached to the door, reached a top speed of 280 mph (450.6 kmph) before the start of the end of the ramp. Just as the vehicle was in the air, several pieces of car (even small wings) and a parachute
deployed seconds before the car crashed into a shallow area on the Canadian side of the river. Powers survived, but his back was broken in a failed attempt. Despite all the time and money put into this stunt, most people say the impossible physics of jumping wasted it from the start. Advertisement To find out about a stunt that cost much less, but raised more bets than the mile-
long jump stunt, go to the next page. This stunt didn't involve any heights or jumps, but it's one of the most famous car stunts ever pulled. In 1978, a short film director named Claude Leloch wanted to film himself racing through the streets of Paris. The problem was this: He didn't get any permits to stop traffic or close roads. Instead, Lelouch tied a camera to the bumper of a
Mercedes-Benz and started on a 9-minute wild ride on the streets of Paris at 5:00 a.m. He dodged traffic, drove onto the pavement, whisked around the Arc de Trimphe and went against one-way traffic — all at speed Mph (225.3 kmph). He never stopped the car during the entire ride and believed everything in his way to avoid an object. After nearly 10 minutes of high-speed,
terrifying driving, Lelouch parked his car at the Sacré-Coeur Basilica just as a woman ran up the stairs to meet her for a date. Lelouch opened his film to the public, and was arrested after the first show for endangering The Citizens of Paris during his reckless driving stunt. Advertisement While this may not be a typical car stunt, it's all the content of a scary stunt car feat: a car, high
altitude and some thrill-seeking adventurers. A group of skydivers in Arizona periodically exits the back of planes sitting in the old convertible and then jumps out of the car to dive. Sometimes unseating four or five people in the convertible at once, divers remain sitting in the car as it is pushed out from the back of the plane. After a few seconds of car seating, the diver then jumps
out, while the convertible continues to plummet towards the Earth, usually at the end spinning and flipping end in the process. Advertisement During one such jump, skydiver Oloof Zipster (after pushing the car out of the plane) jumped out to drop the car's free-fall to the ground. He ended up getting a little too close to the vehicle and it suddenly flipped and hit Zipster in the head.
Another skydiver, who was also filming the jump, caught the entire incident on tape. While other jumpers landed safely, they wondered where the zipster was. The impact had given the zipster a concussion, but fortunately, he was still able to open his parachute and land safely. For more information about stunts, cars and other related topics, jump to the link on the next page. Part
of the thrill for the audience in car racing is ships — assuming everyone's ok. But who left picking up the bill when those expensive cars finally perished? BlameItOnTheVoices.com. Car rope walking stunts. May 14, 2008. (Feb. 4, 2010) Kevin. It was horrible. Slate.com July 6, 2009. (Feb. 3, 2010) . Moment of impact: Skydiver hit by car. September 25th, 2009. (Feb. 5, 2010) movie
database. The Man with the Golden Gun - 1974. (Feb. 4, 2010) Cloud. C'était un rendezvous. (Feb. 4, 2010) Adam. Riverjump. Popular Science. July 14, 2008. (Feb. 3, 2010) . Top Gear Stuntman: MG Maestro 360 Degree Spin Jump. (Feb. 3, 2010) 2010)
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